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MIDNIGHT FED 
Episode 1 

 

 “I’m gonna murder you!” I yelled. “I will throw you out the window, dump lighter fluid on 

you like it was the liquid fire thrown over the battlements by medieval knights, and then set you on 

fire with my mind! If you don’t. Stop. Ruining my life!” 

 My computer stared back at me, unafraid. 

 “I hate you,” I snarled.  

 It gleamed, a slim, uncaring book of chrome and misery. 

 “I love you,” I muttered, which was also true. “Why do you want to hurt me?” 

 Silence. Then the mechanical whir of overheated innards. My innards were feeling pretty 

overheated too. 

 For the last four hours, seventeen minutes, and handful of painful seconds, I had been 

building a website. No—attempting to build a website. And then it had just … disappeared. 

 The attempt left my head throbbing, my back hunched, and my eyes, when the screen 

blacked out to show my reflection, open wide in a combination of bewilderment and panic that they 

hadn’t displayed since Jesse Hogarth narrowed his eyes at me in the middle of the senior lock-in, and 

said, “So, you’re into me, right?” 

 And damn it, I had been. 

 The stakes were higher now, even if the feeling was gut-churningly similar: if I couldn’t get 

this website online before my graphic novel launched the next day, I would basically be the biggest 

loser ever in the history of losers. Because what kind of asshat spends three years writing and 

drawing a graphic novel, manages to sell it to a great publisher, and then forgets to make a website 

for its release?  

 Me: Archibald McMasterson Gant. Artist, writer, failure at life. 

 When my laptop screen stayed black and the fan whirred louder, I closed it very slowly and 

stood up, like it might detonate at any moment.  

 I paced around my tiny apartment, heart thudding uncannily in my stomach, forcing myself 

to count to one hundred before I turned the laptop back on. Or threw up. 

 Maybe it wasn’t such a big deal. Maybe I didn’t need a website after all. Maybe I could just 

crawl into bed with issue #34 of The House on Orchid Lane, the one with the fold-out map of the 

basement that—careful readers and collectors know—is a mirror image of the narrator’s childhood 

home, sketched briefly in issue #3. I could trace the lines of the ever-expanding house, eat popcorn 
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with the hand that didn’t touch the comic, and entice Sketch to curl up at my hip, furry body a warm 

weight under the covers. 

 But as I sat on the side of the bed, my laptop chimed with an ominous sound that cut off 

into silence, and my stomach lurched.  

 “Don’t be dead, don’t be dead, you can’t be dead, please, omigod,” I chanted, panic gripping 

me. “You’re all I have, don’t leave me, holy shit, I will kill you if you’re dead.” 

 Sketch cocked his head, floppy ears flopping. 

 “Not you, buddy.” 

 He gave a satisfied huff and slumped next to my desk. 

 I poked at the laptop, afraid to open it. If it was dead, I was toast. No way I could afford a 

new one, and no way could I be without it. My mind began to wander from library computer to 

library computer, each with a 30 minute limit sign on it. 

 I took a deep breath, sent up a prayer to the god of super-fucked-if-this-doesn’t-work, living-

in-an-apartment-the-size-of-a-computer-box, I’m-25-so-shouldn’t-I-know-more dudes with scruffy 

dogs, and flipped the laptop open. 

 Your computer was not shut down properly, it scolded. 

 “Yeah, no shit.” But relief washed through me. 

 I sat back down at my desk slowly, like the laptop might be fucking with me. 

 Restore tabs you had open? 

 Hand shaking, I clicked Restore. Would it be there? Or would I have to start all over? 

 An image fluttered, then a text box. Then the site settled into blankness. 

 “Fuuuuuck,” I groaned. 

 Sketch whined, and dropped his paws on my feet. 

 “Don’t panic, Sketch.”  

 He flipped one ear at me, as if to say: “Me panic? I think we both know who is panicking.” 

 We did. We did both know. 

 Then, like a lighthouse gleaming in the bleak night for a ship on wind-tossed waves, a box 

appeared on the screen. 

 “Do you need help?” 

 “Fuck, you have no idea,” I muttered. A list of frequently asked questions populated the 

box. Unsurprisingly, none of them were the things I really needed help with.  
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 No What do you do when your sister—who is your best and only real friend—moves across an ocean and 

you might never be able to afford to visit her?  

 No How am I going to live on the $24 a week more than I pay in rent that I’m currently pulling in? 

 Nary a Why am I so lonely? Or a Will anyone ever love me? 

 Nope, nothing that was going to help long term. But there was a promising How to retrieve lost 

content and a Chat now! button that offered the barest hope of salvation. 

 Hello! All of our assistants are real people in our offices in either New York or Dublin. Your position in the 

help queue is #1. Someone will be with you soon. 

 I slunk to the fridge and grabbed a beer. My downstairs neighbor, Lou, had brought them 

for me the other day to apologize for watching horror movies with his friends at full volume all 

night long the night before. It was part of his annual, pre-Halloween twenty-four hour GORE 

FEST, he explained, flashing me a Facebook invite with GORE FEST in all caps. In addition to an 

apology, I sensed that the six-pack was a peace offering in advance of his night-of GORE FEST 

PART TWO: THE RECKONING, which was to happen the day after tomorrow, on Halloween. 

Or so the linked Facebook page that I saw when Lou showed me his phone promised.  

 My laptop dinged with a chime far cheerier than the one that had announced its seeming 

demise. 

 Nathan C. is here to help! the chat said. 

 Hi, I’m Nathan. Am I chatting with Archibald? appeared in the window. 

 I snickered awkwardly. I thought of myself as Archibald when I was lambasting myself or 

lecturing myself in the mirror, but no except my father had ever called me that. 

 Archie, yep, hi, I typed. 

 How can I help tonight? 

 Er, is it possible that I … deleted the entire website I just spent hours trying to make? 

 I felt like an idiot even typing that out. 

 Not likely that uploaded data was deleted, since there was no server crash, Nathan C. wrote. Possible the 

formatting/text didn’t save, though. Let me take a look. 

 Yes, please. I’ve never done this before and if it’s gone I don’t think I can bring myself to do it again. I did 

something to the settings and then I was trying to follow like six of your tutorials at once but I think I entered info 

that was example info instead of real info to configure some integration THING and it went KABLUEY and oh 

god I have no idea what I’m talking about. 

 Which page were you in when things went kabluey? (Yes, that *is* the technical term.) 
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 The settings? Maybe. I did it all as one page, and that was wrong, so I tried to add pages, and then there was 

something about DNS settings and another thing with code… 

 Nathan C.’s chat box went quiet and my heart pounded. My hand had gone, unbidden, to 

the modest stack of five author copies of my book, Midnight Fed. They’d arrived in the mail three 

days ago, and I’d found myself resting a palm on top of them, or running a finger down their spines, 

every time I passed.  

 It was what I’d been working toward for three years. Longer, really, if you counted the years 

the characters had lived in my head before I’d finally put them down on paper. I tried not to think of 

those years, myself. There wasn’t much in them I liked to remember. 

 My computer dinged, and I jumped in my chair. 

 Nathan C. wrote, Can you go to this link [link] and tell me the code it sends you so I can authenticate 

your account? Then I can go into the guts of your site and see what’s going on. 

 Guts, huh? 

 I followed the link, entered the code, then closed my eyes, imagining Nathan C., with a deft 

hand and a map like in The House on Orchid Lane, navigating into the depths of the website I’d 

stitched together like Frankenstein’s creature. Tightening here, snipping there, bringing things to life. 

 Then I felt my cheeks get hot as I realized that if Nathan C. was looking around in my site, 

he’d see my art, and my book.  

 And my book was … personal. So personal. 

 I shook it off. This was a stranger, who’d never know me, and probably wouldn’t care about 

my work. How many people working for website help chat would bother looking closely at a comic 

about a queer incubus who fed on sadness and could—for the right soul—replace it with something 

lighter when he touched them just so? 

 Yeah, no way was Nathan C. gonna give a crap about any of it. 

 You’re an artist? popped into the chat box just as I had the thought. 

 “Fuck! Is it irony day? Is whatever planet governs awkwardness currently in retrograde?” 

 Sketch sighed, as if to say: “It would seem that planet is always in retrograde when you’re in 

the room.” 

 Sorry, I shouldn’t have asked. None of my business. I apologize, Archie. 

 And now my awkward silence had made him write an apology that sounded like some kind 

of failed Turing Test. 

 No, it’s okay. Yeah, I make comics. 
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 Oh cool. Usually, people are making websites for dentists’ offices or dog walking businesses and stuff.  

 Not that there’s anything wrong with that, Nathan C., as if he couldn’t have an official record of 

being bored by his boring job. Then he added I actually really like dogs. 

 I smiled despite the knot of stress in my stomach, and patted Sketch’s head. “Nathan C.—or 

the robot the site claims he is not—loves dogs, Sketch.” 

 Sketch yawned, as if to say: “Who—robot, human, or otherwise—in their right mind could 

fail to love a being such as myself?” 

 No one. That was who. 

 I swear I won’t get you fired for not thinking that dentists’ offices are interesting, I told him. 

 Nathan C. dropped a smiley face in the chat. After pause, he wrote, I couldn’t really help looking 

at your stuff, though. The images uploaded here are pretty amazing. 

 In my delight at having someone—even a stranger looking at my art in the guts of a 

website—respond to my work, I was momentarily distracted from what it meant that he could see 

the images I’d uploaded. 

 Wait, does that mean it’s not all deleted??? 

 Nope, not all deleted. 

 Oh thank god. Seriously, I think if it’d been gone I would’ve just lived without one, even on D-day. 

 D-day? 

 Uh, that’s possibly really terrible—people dying in war and … stuff. I just meant … I’ve been calling 

tomorrow D-day because it’s the day my first book comes out. The graphic novel the art’s from. 

 What? For real, your first book comes out tomorrow?  

 And I’m only now making a website? I know, I know. 

 No, that’s just pretty major. I want to read your book, if the art here is anything to go by. 

 My heart gave a little shiver. No, a quiver. A quiver so delicate it was almost nothing, but I 

felt it. A stirring inside that made me want to duck my head and wrap my arms around myself. 

Someone wanted to read my book. Someone wanted to read my book. Someone wanted to read my 

book. 

 It was a far cry from the dismissals and repudiations of the past that still echoed in my head 

on nights I couldn’t sleep or the mornings after them. 

 You do? 

 Hell yes. I mean, heck. Heck yes (We’re not allowed to swear or use slang to an egregious degree in the chat 

and I formally apologize.) 
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 I caught myself leaning close in to the screen, like I could see through it and find Nathan C. 

inside. As he warmed up and dropped some of the generic help-chat-stiffness—or, likely the I-hate-

my-job-helping-computer-idiots stiffness—I realized I was having a conversation. Like, with an 

actual person. Which didn’t happen much, in my world. 

 What constitutes slang used to an egregious degree? I asked. 

 That is not explicitly specified in our training packets. I believe we’re encouraged to take an “I’ll know it 

when I do it” approach to the matter. Oh, and it’s not terrible. 

 What isn’t? 

 D-day.  

 Oh. I thought it meant … I don’t know. Detonation day or Disaster day or … well idk what I thought the 

D stood for, but I know it was a blitz attack and that’s what the book release feels like. Well. Actually it’s not a 

surprise since I’ve known for months … Ok now I don’t remember why I ever started calling it that. 

 Another smiley face. 

 Actually, there’s dissent with regard to what the D actually stood for, but the most commonly accepted belief 

is that it was just a variable that stood for day. Like “on h-hour of d-day we will attack.” And it was used to refer to 

the attacks of lots of days throughout the war. In case that helps ;) 

 Are you one of those … (I forced myself not to write “creepy war buffs who know the death 

toll of every battle and believe that we should all own our own firearms in case there’s another Civil 

War”) military history buffs? 

 No, I’m a grad student in history. But I took a class in military history over the summer. Interesting stuff. 

 Oh that’s interesting, I wrote, failing utterly at thinking of anything to add beyond that.  

 Fortunately, before he could respond with “Are you sure you’re a writer?”, Nathan C. wrote, 

All right, I think I see what happened. 

 What did I do? Did I break everything? There were these red lines under things that made them look 

sinister… 

 Nope. Websites are pretty hard to break. 

 They are? 

 They are if you’re not actually coding, but just moving a bunch of data chunks around, like you do on this 

site. 

 Wow, now I feel even stupider. I broke data chunks. 

 :) You’re funny 

 “Sketch. Sketch, did you know I might be funny?” 
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 Sketch yawned, as if to say: “Yawn.” 

 I’m gonna go out on a limb here … you don’t want me to explain what you did, do you? You would rather I 

just make it so you can fix it?  

 Yes.  

 Uh, honestly I 100% don’t care what I did and if you can make it so I can just fix it I will thank you in my 

next book. 

 Figured. Most people don’t care what’s wrong, just that I can fix it. But you should feel free to thank me in 

your next book, anyway :) 

 Ok, I will. I mean, if there even is a next one … 

 Wow, it’s not even out yet, man, have a little faith. 

 I’m not very good at that, historically. 

 Well, from where I’m sitting, your art is pretty amazing.  

 Damn, thank you, I typed, blinking back gratitude and a bone deep exhaustion that seemed to 

have begun the day Faye left, three weeks ago.  

 Ok, so, how do you want it to look? 

 Ummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm? 

 Lol, okay. Hmm. Listen, Archie … my shift ended five minutes ago. I can kind of see what you were going 

for here, but it’s … Well, if we’re being real, I can do something much better. If you want. 

 Oh shit, I’m so sorry. Go! Of course, go, your shit’s over. 

 SHIFT, I meant shift, jeez. 

 :) No, I meant … well, if you wanted, I could call you and you could kind of talk me through what you 

want? 

 The Nathan C. is typing text turned gray and then white, but no more words were 

forthcoming. Was this guy seriously offering to build my website for me when he wasn’t even on the 

clock? I couldn’t take him up on it. Could I? 

 It’s just that your book comes out TOMORROW, finally appeared on the screen. You can’t have a 

terrible website. It’s too sad. 

 It really was too, too sad. I glanced at Sketch, but he seemed to have no opinion on the 

matter. 

 If you seriously don’t mind, I will thank you TWICE in my next book. If I ever have one. You would be 

hardcore saving my life, Nathan C. 

 I’m your man, Archie G. :D What’s your number? 
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 I keyed in my phone number with numb fingers. The last person I’d spoken with on the 

phone was Faye. Hell, the only person I spoke with on the phone was Faye. I used things like the 

live chat service precisely to avoid talking to strangers. But Nathan C. wasn’t exactly a stranger, was 

he? He hadn’t felt like a stranger from the minute he’d started talking about my art. 

 I groaned. That was idiotic. People didn’t have magical soul-melds via help chats in fifteen 

minutes. Or, if they did, it would never happen to me. 

 “Sketch. Buddy. I’m, like, instacrushing on a total random. I’m a complete idiot.” 

 Sketch rolled onto his side and covered his eyes with his paws, as if to say: “I didn’t want to 

have to be the one to point it out.” Or, maybe: “You’re being a bit hard on yourself.” Or possibly: 

“Hope is the riskiest proposition, and therefore the most necessary, if you want to change your life.”  

 I wasn’t completely convinced that I did want to change my life, but I did feel the kind of 

palm dampening, ear prickling alertness that usually signaled I cared a lot. I’d felt it when I’d met 

with my editor about my book. I’d felt it the day I found Sketch and went to sleep hoping 

desperately that he’d still be there in the morning. And I’d felt it walking to my first date with Joey, 

the only man I’d ever been with. The less said about him, the better. 

 It had been so long since my phone had rung, I didn’t recognize the sound at first, and 

looked around wildly for something to hit the smoke detector with. Then I remembered I’d taken 

the batteries out of the smoke detector the last time I needed to have a cigarette perched on my 

windowsill instead of walking down three flights of stairs. 

 Apparently, it had been so long since my phone rang that I didn’t remember how to answer 

it, either, because the choked sound I made in no way qualified as a Hello. 

 “Um, Archie? It’s Nathan.” 

 His voice washed over me, friendlier than I’d expected, and warmer. 

 “Hi,” I finally got out. “Hi, Nathan.” It was an effort not to call him Nathan C. 

 “Hi.” 

 Technosilence buzzed between us, all the ease of previous minutes vaporizing. 

 “Okay, so, your site,” Nathan said, rallying. “Tell me how you want it to feel.” 

 “Feel? Um. Well, I guess I want it to feel how my art looks. Is that possible?” 

 “Okay. To me, that means kind of cool and dramatic, but minimalist and clear. Easy to 

interface with, but with some unexpected surprises.” 

 “Wow. A website can do all that?” 

 “Oh, yeah. A website can do everything.” 
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 I could hear keys clicking through the phone, and I had a sudden horror that maybe he 

expected me to sit on the phone with him in awkward silence as he did whatever he was doing to 

turn my guts into a website. 

 “Have you always drawn like this? It’s so … desperate.”  

 My heart sung at the word.  

 “No. I used to lie. My stuff was more stylized, more comic-y. But now I … I draw how I 

feel.” 

 “I can feel it, too. Looking at it, it’s like the images are yearning. Which I guess makes sense, 

because I just read the blurb for your book.” 

 “Yeah. Um.” 

 “Pretty intense.” 

 In my head, I said, “Sketch, did you know that I’m intense?” And in my head, Sketch blinked 

once, as if to say: “Yeah. Yeah, I did know that, Archie. Your intensity is too intense even to make a 

joke out of it.” 

 “Yeeeaaaah,” I drawled. Then I laughed nervously. 

 “I like intense,” Nathan said, and my heart went wild. 

 “Lucky for me,” I said, and immediately regretted it.  

 I came back from the awkward planet to which I momentarily launched to hear Nathan 

saying my name. 

 “Sorry, what?”  

 “I said, from one of the images here, it looks like your book is set in New York?” 

 “Yeah, it is.” 

 “I live in New York,” he said. 

 “Me too,” I said, heart pounding all over again. The silence stretched between us once again, 

until Nathan’s wry voice shattered it. 

 “Are you totally regretting giving me your number right now?” 

 “No, no. I just feel … uh. I’m better at chatting than at, uh, chatting, it turns out.” 

 Nathan laughed, the sound warm and easy, just like the smiley faces he’d dotted his chat 

with. I wanted to hear him laugh a hundred more times 

 “Have you ever done this before?” I asked. 

 “What, offered to build a website for an artist whose book is launching the next day and 

forcing him to talk on the phone with me? Nope. You?” 
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 “Uh. No. I don’t really talk to people. On the phone, I mean. Well, no, at all. Well. Only my 

sister. Aaaand now I sound like a total loser.” 

 “I don’t think you’re a loser. So, I feel like I have this special access to the artist, here. I read 

the blurb, but will you tell me about Midnight Fed?” 

 “Aw, it’s not that interesting,” I said, echoes of the dozens of times my schoolmates zoned 

out when I wanted to talk about art as a kid, or my father said No one wants to hear you describe a painting 

they haven’t seen, Archibald. 

 “Come on, Archie. I could’ve asked you anything in the whole world and I asked you about 

your book. I’m interested.” 

 At my feet, Sketch whined mournfully, as if to say: “Could you attempt to project even a 

modicum of confidence, please? Squirming like a worm is so unbecoming.” 

 “Okay, sure, well. The idea is that Malchi—that’s the cobalt blue dude—is a kind of … 

incubus, basically. Only instead of feeding on people’s desire, he feeds on sadness, grief, angst, 

darkness. He kind of … smells it, but not with his nose. Like, it leaves an impression around people. 

A kind of cloud.” 

 “Like an aura?” 

 “Yeah, but not in the visual plane, in the olfactory plane, so that’s why it’s kind of like a 

smell?” 

 “Cool. So what does it smell like?”  

 I choked on my inhale. That question had occupied me for months when I started the 

comic. Because I knew. I knew what it smelled like: rotting leaves under the porch of my father’s 

house, car exhaust, macadam, and blood. I knew it, but I didn’t want to think about it every time I 

drew. 

 “It smells different on everyone,” I told Nathan. “It smells a little bit like whatever is causing 

it. Or it smells like whatever grief smells like to the person experiencing it.” 

 “Like the love potions in Harry Potter?” Nathan asked, and the glee in his voice was so 

unexpected that I smiled.  

 “Yeah, kind of like that. So, Malchi … he moves through the city, sniffing out the people he 

can feed on. He needs to feed to stay strong. And when he feeds on someone’s grief, it’s replaced 

with something else. His feeding leaches the sadness away.”  

 “So he makes people happy?” 
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 “He makes them less miserable, definitely. But I couldn’t have it so that he was just going 

around New York making everyone blissfully happy, right? Because that would have huge real world 

effects, potentially. If someone who was miserable just woke up one day super happy, people would 

notice. And there’s only so much you can explain away with antidepressants, meditation, and 

kombucha, ya know?” 

 Nathan mhmmed. 

 “Plus, the total emotional overhaul of a person? Many people? All in one city? The 

ramifications are actually huge, if you think of it on a large scale. Or when applied to the right 

person. Like, what if that happened to someone who’d dedicated their whole life to helping people 

because they, themselves, had suffered. And they just woke up one day and it had all been drained 

away? How would that change their worldview, their desires, their needs? Would they decide they 

actually wanted to focus on themselves, instead of on the people they were helping? Would they 

choose to take a vacation to Italy or try online dating or … you get the idea. Or! Or, it could be 

weaponized, you know? If the military found out that there was a being who had the ability to 

change people’s emotions, could that being be deployed on opposing troops, or something, and 

make them so happy they’d never want to hurt anyone. Which would be great, obviously, but, you 

know, disruptive and—” 

 I broke off. “Um, sorry, that’s … I’m just rambling.” 

 “That’s smart, though,” Nathan said. “I never thought about how much emotions are 

something that we think of as being pretty—what? Slow moving? So even if we know that they 

aren’t predictable, or if they’re sometimes negative, the fact that we generally know they don’t 

suddenly change forever makes the world much more predictable than it would be otherwise.” 

 I nodded, and Sketch rolled his eyes at me, as if to say: “He can’t see you, you dope.” 

 “Yeah,” I said. “And that’s kind of what makes mental illness so disconcerting to some 

people. Because sometimes it’s exactly that—sudden shifts that seem really unpredictable and 

therefore not the norm.” 

 “I … I didn’t mean it like that,” Nathan said. “But yeah, that’s true.” 

 “No, I know. But yeah, so, that’s just why I didn’t make it so his feeding makes people full-

on happy—although, actually that would make a great sequel. If Malchi’s effects suddenly changed 

and he found that his feeding was now making people elated … hmmm,” I thought out loud. 

 “Yesss,” Nathan said. “Sequel, that’s what I’m talking about. See? You’ll totally have a 

second book, so you can totally thank me in it. Twice.” 
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 “I’ll thank you three times for giving me the idea for the sequel.” I was grinning like a fool. 

 Nathan snorted. “I didn’t give you the idea, you were just describing it to me.” 

 “So, the thing about Malchi is, ummm.” 

 “Malchi likes to suck the angst from gentleman best?” I could almost hear the shrewd 

eyebrow raise in his voice. 

 I choked again and then started coughing, and Sketch lifted his head and looked at me, as if 

to say: “Are you eleven years old?” 

 No. No, I was not. 

 “Um, yeah. He … not exclusively, but there’s a certain kind of … I guess you could say 

tortured, repressed guy that Malchi particularly likes the smell of.” 

 “I love that you wrote a queer comic,” Nathan said easily. “There aren’t that many out 

there.” 

 “Right, yeah,” I said, trying not to drown in my own choking. “Yeah, exactly.” 

 Sketch stood up, stretched, and turned his back to me to wander over and flop down on the 

bed, as if to say: “People have known you were gay since you were fourteen years old. What’s with 

the sudden shyness, you wingnut? Talk like a human.” 

 Which, from a dog, felt like quite the indictment. 

 “I’m gay,” I said, swallowing hard. “So. You know, I wanted to have a book where that 

wasn’t the focus of the character, but it was just a true thing for him.” 

 “I’m gay too,” Nathan said, in the kind of casual tone that told me he was the sort of person 

who was willing to meet someone where they were if it would help them feel comfortable. I liked 

that. I really liked it. “And I love the idea of reading about a character where that’s a true thing for 

him, but it’s incidental.” 

 “Thanks.” After a silence in which I could hear his keys clicking, I continued. “I don’t know 

why I’m being so weird. It’s not like you were gonna punch me through the phone if you found out 

I was gay and didn’t like gay people or anything.” 

 “Well,” Nathan said seriously. “Fear’s not quite that simple. Believe me, I get it. As part of 

my fellowship for grad school, I teach intro history discussions—that’s the discussion sections of 

the large lecture class that the professor teaches. And with each new group of students, there’s this 

nagging thought in the back of my mind. Will they know I’m gay? When will they know? How will 

they know? Sometimes it comes up because I’ll bring it up, or sometimes I’ll include myself in an 

example. But other times, I wonder if they’re wondering because of other stuff. And I don’t change 
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anything because of it. Not consciously, anyway. But I’m definitely aware of it. It’s there, beneath 

the surface, so I’m always a little on guard because I’m not oblivious—I know there are some 

students who would have a negative reaction to knowing.” 

 “I bet you’re a great teacher,” I blurted. “You have such a good voice. And you’re used to 

dealing with people who don’t understand computer things, so you must be good at helping people 

get stuff.” 

 “Thank you.” Nathan’s voice had gotten so warm I could almost taste it. It tasted like a 

banana muffin hot from the oven, melty and hearty and just a little bit sweet. “I hope I am. I love 

teaching. I’m not … well, let’s just say there are some people in my cohort who are much more 

gifted at the research part of grad school. I like research and I like to write, but teaching’s what I like 

best. The moment when I can see something understand a concept, or suddenly make a connection 

between things that had never occurred to them before. It feels … I don’t know. Like I’m really 

doing something. History isn’t just dead, dusty past. It’s the story of how we got to be where and who 

we are today. I want my students to learn it so they can … well, so they can use it to make the world 

better.” 

 The sincerity in his voice tugged at something deep in my stomach. It had been a long time 

since I’d heard someone talk that way. 

 “That’s so great,” I said. It came out sounding flat. 

 Across the room, Sketch stood up, turned in a circle on the bed, and collapsed again, as if to 

say: “Once more, with feeling!”  

 I tried again. “It’s like … a superpower or something, to be able to reach people about stuff 

they can’t understand. I always hated school because it all felt dead and dusty. I liked to learn stuff a 

lot, but my teachers were so boring, and I felt like they were all just going through the motions, 

saying their set piece so they could go home. I couldn’t connect with it.” 

 “I was a big nerd and always loved school,” Nathan said. “But I know what you mean. Hey, 

maybe we should write a book together. An intro to history book that’s actually interesting. I could 

write it and you could do the art. It’d be so much better than all the history books out there.” 

 “Oh, wow, I … that’s a cool idea, I …” 

 “Don’t worry, just spitballing. I won’t actually force you to commit to working on a very 

labor intensive project with a person you hardly know.” 

 I laughed nervously. 
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 “Okay,” Nathan said, voice changing from lightly teasing to serious. “Reload your website 

and tell me what you think. I can change … basically anything.” 

 “Wait, you just did the whole thing. Just now? While we were talking?” 

 “Yeah. I was listening and everything, I swear. I can really do this stuff in my sleep, I know 

our site’s tools so well.” 

 I navigated through the twenty-some tabs that had reopened on my computer after it had 

shut itself down and found my website. I held my breath as I reloaded it. 

 The screen cleared and as I watched, something amazing loaded. The background was a 

midnight blue so deep it was nearly black, with my name at the top in the same cobalt as Malchi. 

The font was spiky and aggressive, the blue yearning and vibrant. I scrolled down and clicked 

around with my mouth hanging open. 

 “It’s—I—how did you—you made it look like the book. I … holy shit.” 

 “Yay!” Nathan said. “Yeah, I made it in these kind of squares against the background so you 

have a lot of blank space to focus the eye and I thought it would look like the panels of a comic.” 

 It really did. The inky blue was the way I’d drawn the sky over New York, dotted with faded 

stars. It was so much more than I could’ve done for myself, so far beyond what I could have 

dreamed. It was … 

 “Perfect,” I breathed. “Nathan, it’s perfect. Now I can’t wait for the book to be out because 

people might read it and then come see this website. I can’t believe you. You’re amazing.” 

 Nathan made a pleased, embarrassed noise. “I’m glad you like it. Man, I can’t believe your 

book comes out tomorrow. Are you psyched?” 

 “I’m … I’m not sure, actually.” 

 “It’s a little scary, maybe? Seems like Midnight Fed is pretty personal for you.” 

 More personal than he knew. 

 “It is, but … honestly, there aren’t many people who know about it. I mean, there aren’t 

many people it’d matter to. There’s my sister, Faye, and she knows everything about me, really. But 

she moved away. And a couple of friends who won’t think much of it. That’s it, really.” 

 “Does that mean you’re not going to celebrate tomorrow?” Nathan sounded so sad for me. 

 I wiped sweaty palms on my thighs, feeling them tremble the way my voice was trembling. 

The biggest thing I’d ever achieved and no one would really … care. Faye was across an ocean, I 

hadn’t spoken with my parents in over five years, and my casual friends would think it was awesome, 
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if I reminded them it was happening. But they wouldn’t remember the day, and they certainly 

weren’t the kind of friends who’d think to celebrate with me. 

 Sketch rolled onto his back and showed me his belly, as if to say: “If you’re not busy 

celebrating the release of your first book, surely you have time to come over here and scratch this 

fine belly.”  

 I scratched Sketch, the warmth of his skin through his soft fur comforting as always. 

 “Nah, probably not. My sister’s in Berlin, now, so. I’ll probably just hole up and …” 

 Hide. I would hide because going out and celebrating by myself felt too pathetic. I could 

hardly afford an oven-bake pizza, much less a night out, anyway. No matter. Sketch and I would be 

fine. We were always fine. 

 “Archie, I’m about to say something and in case you hang up on me when I do, I just want 

to tell you that I think your art is amazing and I really do want to read your book.” 

 “Why would I hang up?” 

 “No, that was the before I say it thing I had to say.” 

 “Oh. Okay. What’s the hanging up worthy thing?” 

 “The potentially hang-up-worthy thing is this. I think it’s a crime not to celebrate the release 

of Midnight Fed. Look, life’s shit sometimes. Really, really great things don’t happen so often that we 

can afford to let them pass unacknowledged. Hell, we could all be wiped off the planet by the idiocy 

of our government before the next full moon. So. What I propose is this: let me take you out to 

celebrate. I know I’m a stranger, and that might seem weird. But I’ve been out on internet dates with 

guys I didn’t spend one tenth the amount of time talking to that I just spent with you.” 

 Let me take you out to celebrate. His words rearranged themselves into different shapes in my 

head, some confusing, some frightening, but all of them leaving me buzzing with desire. Desire to 

see if maybe—just maybe—this strange, fortuitous, delightful connection we’d made might yield 

more than an evening of great conversation and a spectacular website.  

 “You aren’t saying anything, but you haven’t actually hung up, so I’m not sure how to call 

it,” Nathan said, nervously. 

 “Sorry, I got—sorry. I think …” 

 “We can go somewhere public and if we don’t like each other in real life, you can watch me 

delete your number, I swear. I just can’t stand the idea of hanging up the phone and then never 

getting a chance to talk to you again, or hear how the release goes. Maybe I’m not who you want to 
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be with you on your book release day, and I would totally accept that—but then Halloween’s day 

after tomorrow, so maybe instead we could—” 

 “Nathan, stop, stop. I wasn’t gonna say no. I was just … getting my shit together. Not used 

to the whole white knight routine you’ve got going on. Aaand that just sounded really 

condescending.” 

 Sketch dropped his head back on the bed and flopped his leg on top of mine, as if to say: 

“You might try just saying YES and THANK YOU, you ingrate.”  

 “Yes,” I said. “And thank you. I think I’d really like that.” 

 “Yeah? Awesome!” Nathan’s voice was so full of joy and genuine excitement I couldn’t help 

but grin stupidly as I twisted my fingers in Sketch’s floppy ears.  

 “Thanks,” I said again. “Not just for wanting to celebrate with me, but for the website. It 

really is amazing.” 

 “Happy to help, please rate my performance thumbs up or thumbs down in the pop-up 

window to the left of this chat box.” 

 I smiled. “Oh shit, was I supposed to rate your chat? Because I totally closed that box.” 

 Nathan laughed. “Okay, so here’s what’s going to happen. I teach until three tomorrow, but 

after that I’m all yours. I’m gonna call you back in the morning to make plans for how you want to 

celebrate. Sound good?” 

 It sounded like the best plan I’d ever heard. 

 “Yeah, good. Great. Thank you.” 

 “Hey, Archie?” 

 “Yeah?” 

 “I’m pretty stoked you’re utterly terrible at the internet and broke your website at the exact 

moment I was up to take the next chat.” 

 “Me too,” I said, my grin so huge it almost hurt my mouth.  

 His quiet goodnight settled around me like a blanket. 

 I stood and walked over to my desk, taking one more look at my beautiful website before I 

gently closed my laptop. 

 “I love you,” I told its shiny surface. “Thank you for trying to ruin my life.” It gleamed back 

at me as if to say: “Your love and fear are only my due.” 
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 Then I crawled back into bed and Sketch settled against me, a warm and comforting weight. 

I closed my eyes and let myself drift. Suddenly, tomorrow didn’t feel so much like a threat. Suddenly, 

tomorrow felt a little bit like a promise. 

 

To be continued … 
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